
Specifications

MIX Magazine is a trend magazine, published

by Global Color Research, with trend forecasts

two years ahead of the season, complete with

NCS Notations for all colours. It is published

four times a year, in March, June, August and

December.

Content

- Language: English

- Layout: 138 pages

- Key colour palettes:Printed in a higher quality

to ensure the most precise colour matching

available, with references to the closest NCS,

Pantone, RAL, CMYK, RGB, CNCS and Lab

- Two colour and material trend stories,two

years ahead of the season

- Unique imagery: A new and refreshed look

with images that visualise the story behind each

trend giving a variety of inspiration for a wide

range of industries.

- Colour proportions:Micro palettes that explore

colour combinations to specific market sectors.

To help you understand the versatility and

relationship of the colours to one another and

the possible applications within your design.

- Colour Nuances:Showcasing important

changes to the global palette for European,

North American and Chinese markets. To help

you understand the differences in consumer

preferences in different regions.

- Colour Overview: The colour palette for the

season allowing you to observe key colour

groups that are emerging for the future.

- Observations in colour: Key developments

within colour trends, rationalising the palette

and providing reasoning behind particular colour

groups.

- Retroflow: Compares past and present seasonal

palettes to help identify colour shifts and how

areas are evolving.

Size and Weight

- Product Size: 242 x 335 mm

MIX MAGAZINE

MIX Magazine is a leading trend magazine that uncovers new

trends in design and architecture. Full of ideas, inspiration and

great photographs this publication is an essential magazine for

keeping up with the latest news. All trends are using NCS

Notations which makes it easier to find and apply the colours.

The new MIX Magazine, published by Global Color Research, is a source of

accurate colour, trend and material forecasting information used as a reference

by the design sector. Published four times a year, this magazine brings new

trend updates in design, colour, materials, products and architecture. It

includes interviews with some of the most prominent designers and industry

professionals. The colour trend forecasts are one year ahead of the season while

all other information is forward focussed, making MIX a leading trend

publication. New trends are presented both one and two years ahead, and three

main sections include the favourite features from the previous publications.

Also available as digital version.

MIX Magazine is targeted for interior designers, product and graphic designers, architects,

retailers, buyers, specifiers, colourists/paint companies, educational institutions,

manufacturers, flooring, wall coverings, surfaces, textiles, materials, technology, fashion

experts and automotive.

45 EUR

Industry Orders

NCS Colour marketing and sales tools can be ordered by volume for immediate

delivery or well ahead of time, i.e. pre-order allowing for lower pricing.

Distributors

We work closely with our distributors to provide clients with the full range of

NCS products and services on a local level and cut down delivery times and

costs.

Find distributor

Adjust/Brand

How would you like to customise your NCS Sales and Marketing tools? The

customisation possibilities are many and NCS Colour encourage you to take

advantage of it.

Product customisation



Contact us

Distributors

Careers

Environmental commitment
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